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Allan Ramsay (1684-1758)

Allan Ramsay was a man without whom modern
Scottish culture would have been very different. He
was one of those individuals who are gifted in so many
areas that they are in danger of not being remembered
as they should be for their achievement in any of them.

R

a poet, central throughout thirty years to the club life of
Edinburgh. The house he built for himself and his son in the
1730s at the top of the Royal Mile in Edinburgh displayed
the extraordinary status he had achieved: it is still built into
the centre of Ramsay Garden, in front of which his statue
stands on Princes Street.
Ramsay is however above all a poet and song collector. The
last song of The Gentle Shepherd has become one of the
most influential songs in Scottish tradition:
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amsay is the founder of modern Scottish

Here, at the Allan Ramsay Hotel, you are in the heart of

art academy, the Academy of St Luke, in 1729, in order to

poetry, a poet who made Scots song and

Gentle Shepherd country: instead of setting his pastoral

retain native artistic talent in Scotland. And Ramsay was

poetry respectable and acceptable to a British

operetta in Italy or Greece, Ramsay made it Scottish and

also important to the development of an international art

and international audience, and a man who

gave it a place here, near the homes of his friends Sir John

and antiques trade in Edinburgh. His son, Allan Ramsay

Clerk of Penicuik and John Forbes of Newhall.

junior (1713-84) went on to become one of the greatest

created a ‘synthetic’ Scots language, which stood apart from
dialects to be the poetic language of Burns and others who

British painters of the eighteenth century, not least because
of his father’s aggressive networking on his son’s behalf.

My Patie is a lover gay;
His mind is never muddy;
His braith is sweeter than new hey;
His face is fair an ruddy:
His shape is handsome, middle size,
He's comely in his walkin;
The shinin o his een surprise;
It's heeven to hear him talkin.
Last nicht I met him on a balk [ridge
between two ploughed furrows]
Whare yellow corn was growin,
There mony a kindly wird he spak,
That set my hert a-glowin,
He kissed an vowed he wad he mine.
An loed me best o ony;
That gars [makes] me like to sing 		
sinsyne [ever since],
O corn-riggs are bonny!

came after. Ramsay is in many ways the first Romantic: his

But Ramsay was more than a poet and dramatist: he was

song collecting, emphasis on personal feeling and interest

a cultural entrepreneur who defended Scottish culture at a

in medievalism foreshadow the interests and activities of

critical time, when it was under threat in the years following

Allan Ramsay was born on 15 October, probably in the year

European Romanticism from Coleridge’s Ancient Mariner

the Union of 1707. It was Ramsay who founded the first

1684, at Leadhills in Crawfordmuir, Lanarkshire, 425m

to the fairy stories of Germany collected by the Grimm

subscription library in the United Kingdom in Edinburgh in

above sea level, son to John Ramsay, who managed the

brothers. As a dramatist, Ramsay’s Gentle Shepherd was

1725, followed by similar libraries in Bath and Philadelphia.

Earl of Hopetoun’s lead mines, and his wife Alice Bower.

This song is the origin of Burns’s famous song, ‘Corn

the most popular pastoral of the eighteenth century, and a

It was Ramsay who gave Edinburgh its first established

Ramsay’s father died in 1685, and he was brought up by

Rigs are Bonnie’, sung in The Wicker Man and-much

pioneering operetta: Ramsay and John Gay, author of The

theatre, and who seems to have pioneered Early Bird and

his stepfather Andrew Crichton, who opposed his wish

later- transformed in Sting’s Fields of Gold. It is fitting that

Beggar’s Opera were mutual influences on one another

season tickets, and Ramsay who argued for Edinburgh to

to be an artist. Ramsay was instead apprenticed to an

Ramsay’s song of love, fertility and renewal is the last song

and met in Edinburgh. The Gentle Shepherd was played in

define itself as a northern counterpart to London. It was

Edinburgh wigmaker, and gradually transformed himself

of The Gentle Shepherd, a tribute to the beauties of the

the Queen’s Hall at the Edinburgh Festival in 2001; it was

Ramsay who was central to the founding of Scotland’s first

into a bookseller, an art dealer, an expert in Scots and

countryside round Carlops and the innocence of its loves.

recently (2016) produced in Chicago.
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